Hope Travels, A Story Trails Production, Episode 4: Finding Hope
NARRATOR:

Hope Travels, a Story Trails Production, episode four: Finding
Hope

HOPE:

Ok. That’s enough of feeling small. So what if I’m tiny? I’m
a boggle – we’re all tiny! Did being small stop me from
journeying all the way here from the enchanted place!? No! Did
being small stop me from learning ‘Dragon’ from the most
cantankerous creature in the whole enchanted trail – no! My
name is Hope and that’s… what I do. At least… I hope so.
First order of business – it’s time to go to Pontefract!

SFX:

Magic diary out/ in

HOPE CONT:

Can I just say, I love liquorice! I got some when I arrived in
Pontefract! My great, great, great, great, great, great,
great, great, great auntie wrote about liquorice in her travel
journal. That’s one of the reasons I wanted to come here! Not
just for liquorice, but my great, great, great… you get the
idea, my auntie wrote very fondly of this area. She loved
sweets too! And now I know why! Soooo much sugar! (crazed
laugh). I like it here. I like humans.

BEAT
HOPE CONT:

I was feeling pretty bad about it all yesterday. I was… mad at
humans. I mean… how did it go so wrong? Why isn’t anything
being done about it! But, on my way here, I saw some people in
a park. And they had these long grabby things and plastic
sacks. And they were using the grabby things to pick up the
‘litter’ and put it in the sacks. That was brilliant. And I
realised that lots of humans care about their world. A lot.
And then I thought about all the magic that the children have –
so much. But how the grown-ups don’t seem to have as much. I
started wondering if it was all connected.

BEAT
HOPE CONT:

A lot of it is imagination, I know that… but I think that some
of it is about being connected with the environment and… other
creatures…. Anyway, I was thinking about all of these things
and I was a bit distracted, hiding in the corner of the
library, full of liqourice and excited about all of the books.
That’s when I got stuck in a web. Which is where I am now.
For the purposes of clarification, a spider web.

SPIDER:

Have you finished yet?

HOPE:

Just one moment…

SPIDER:

Ok.

HOPE:

Where was I…

SPIDER:

Stuck in a spider’s web.

HOPE:

Right!

Here I am…

SPIDER:

Bit reductive.

HOPE:

What do you mean?

SPIDER:

I have a name.

HOPE:

You do?

You’re a spider.

I mean, of course you do…

BEAT
HOPE CONT:

What is it?

Your name?

SPIDER:

Fred.

HOPE:

Pleased to meet you Fred, I’m Hope.

SPIDER:

Hmmm… I don’t usually converse with dinner.

HOPE:

Dinner?

SPIDER:

It’s how it normally works… you’re caught in my web, so you’re
dinner.

HOPE:

Right.

SPIDER:

Hmmm… not great, I’ll be honest. I have my mind – and some of
my mind is my legs there’s so much of it – anyway, I have my
mind set on eating you. Whatever you are…

HOPE:

A boggle.

SPIDER:

A what?

HOPE:

A small creature from the…

SPIDER:

I know what a boggle is, but what is it doing here in my web
talking to me? They’re just from stories…

HOPE:

You have stories?

SPIDER:

Of course.

HOPE:

I’m not a person, I’m a boggle…

SPIDER:

But we’re ancient beings with vast knowledge and deep
understanding. Nevertheless, no sooner do we enter a human
habitation ready to share our bug catching expertise and our
superior knowledge, than we get squished.

HOPE:

Squished?

SPIDER:

Or hoovered.

HOPE:

Hoovered… what’s a hoovered?

SPIDER:

Count yourself lucky you’ve not encountered such a menace…

How do you feel about not eating me?

People don’t think about spiders…

BEAT
FRED CONT:

What is a boggle doing here anyway?

HOPE:

It all started as an adventure – visiting the human world.

SPIDER:

I’m gonna interrupt you there… it’s not the human world, it’s
the spider world.

HOPE:

Right… well… we tend to call it the human world.

SPIDER:

Ugh… humans.

HOPE:

Well… anyway, that’s why I’m here. To explore. Then I started
realising that things are bit off with the environment, so I
was trying to think of things to help…

SPIDER:

Don’t get me started on the environment…

HOPE:

Okay…?

SPIDER:

There’s plenty them so-called superior lifeforms could do to
help.

HOPE:

Such as…?

SPIDER:

Recycling.

A menace if you ask me.

Reusing.

Reducing.

BEAT
HOPE:

What… what does any of that mean?

SPIDER:

Recycling’s when you send your rubbish to be broken down and
re-used. Re-using isn’t throwing stuff away in the first place
but finding away to keep using it, and Reducing is realising
that you don’t need a new fancy thing every couple of months.

HOPE:

Wow… you know loads about this.

SPIDER:

Told you… we’re ancient beings with vast knowledge and-

HOPE:

Deep understanding.
me go?

SPIDER:

I’ll think about it.

HOPE:

But you appear to be cocooning me.

SPIDER:

Just while I think about it…

HOPE:

(Muffled) Let me out!

SPIDER:

You’ll do what?

HOPE:

Oh yeah?

SPIDER:

Yeah.

HOPE:

Then watch this!

SFX:

Magic POP sound / falling sound

SPIDER:

Aaaahhhhhh!

Right.

On that note – how about letting

Let me out! Or I’ll do magic!

Magic?

Magic isn’t real! (laughs)

HOPE:

(Muffled) Ahhhhh!

SPIDER:

What did you do?

HOPE:

(Muffled) Magic!

SPIDER:

I don’t like falling!
all that about?

HOPE:

(Muffled) You were going to eat me!

SPIDER:

Just a minute.

SFX:

Snips web off

HOPE:

That’s better – you were going to eat me!

SPIDER:

No, I wasn’t!

BEAT
SPIDER CONT:

Web away. Hgn.

Gotchya!

Now – What was

I was just thinking about it.

HOPE:

(Getting the web off) Ugh – so sticky!

SPIDER:

Thank you!

HOPE:

It’s not a complement!
you right!

SPIDER:

(sees a human) Oh no… look behind ya!

HOPE:

I’m not falling for that!

CHILD:

(Charlie Brown style mumble)

SPIDER:

Run!

HOPE:

I’m not falling for that!

CHILD:

(Mumble)

SPIDER:

Human! Jar!

HOPE:

What?!

SFX:

Jar pop sound!

SPIDER:

Oh no…

HOPE:

What’s happened?

SPIDER:

We’ve been captured by a human… child…

You were going to eat me.

So it serves

END
Narrator:

You’ve been listening to Hope Travels, an audio series funded
as part of WordFest and Festival of the Earth, led by Wakefield

Council through Creative Wakefield until October 2021 across
the Wakefield district.
Hope Travels has been written, acted and produced by Beccy Dye
(nee Stirrup) of Story Trails. See the Show Notes for a full
list of sound effects, and a link to the episode script.
Hope and Fred the spider have been trapped in a jar by a child.
What will they do next? How will they escape? What’s more Hope
has already broken an important rule – no magic in the human
world, I’m sorry – I mean the spider world. Or is it the human
world? Technically there are more spiders in the world than
humans… anyway, remember to be kind to your neighbourhood
spider or they won’t be able to share their bug-catching
expertise…
Fred had some great ideas about how to help the environment.
Have you reduced, reused and recycled? Let Hope know by
tweeting @StoryTrailsUK or emailing info@storytrails.co.uk, and
we’ll pass the message on! If you’re a small human, remember
to ask a grown-up to help.
Join us for Hope’s next adventure, as she leaps out of the
frying pan and into the fire.
If you’re enjoying Hope Travels, remember to book your place
for the live storytelling show of Hope Returns across Wakefield
libraries and in the WX all of this half-term!
Check out the storytrails website for more information:
www.storytrails.co.uk
Remember, a little hope can go a long way.

Episode Four Sound Effects:
Library ambience:
https://freesound.org/people/Hourofmidnight/sounds/325672/
Hourofmidnight, October 22nd, 2015
Magic Diary on/off:
https://freesound.org/people/smokinghotdog/sounds/584244/
smokinghotdog, August 21st, 2021
Web Away:
https://freesound.org/people/vero.marengere/sounds/482231/
vero.marengere, August 25th, 2019
Falling:

https://freesound.org/people/gerainsan/sounds/354169/
gerainsan, September 14th, 2016
Jar Thunk:
https://freesound.org/people/Reitanna/sounds/252265/
Reitanna, October 22nd, 2014
Snipping:
https://freesound.org/people/megashroom/sounds/390169/
megashroom, April 27th, 2017
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